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A local Argentine Industrial 
District client turned me on 
to San Antonio Carnercia y 
Tortilleria attempting to 
“one up me” on authentic 
Mexican food. He did a 
good job. Tortilleria San 
Antonio is located at 830 
Kansas Ave., KCKS, in the 
midst of the Carnercia (meat 
shop). I had a great meal 
there on a recent Saturday. I 
was the only non-Hispanic 
person in the place for a half 
hour. A good sign! 

Order, pay the cashier, and stand in line with everyone else. Lots of to-go orders. 
The line moves along efficiently. Tables in the store turn quickly. A new crowd 
arrives and a new line forms in thirty minutes to replace the last.  It’s a bit of a 
circus with folks jockeying for sauce and toppings. 

There are four sauces ranging from hottest (near to the cashier) to mild (next to 
the cilantro, onions and limes). Mild Green is made from Jalapenos. Red (rust 
red) Hot is next. The creamy lime-green sauce is “brighten my already red face 
and water my eyes” hot. The “cheese orange” colored sauce is made from Haba-
nero peppers and is Calde! It gets a “head glows red and scalp waters” rating. 
Fire in the hole!...Check it out!

Buy Local! I’m a proponent of patronizing locally owned businesses. Support-
ing Kansas City owned and operated businesses, is a great way to support hour 
local economy.  

I sell and lease industrial buildings. Call 913-951-8402 to let me know how I 
can help you. Call or email for more information about the Industrial Real Estate 
Market and other great restaurants. Copyright Pat Murfey, 2013
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I sell and lease 
industrial buildings.

Call me at 
913.951.8402 to let 
me know how I can 
help you.
        -    Pat Murfey
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